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ABSTRACT Motion blur is a common problem in optical imaging, which is caused by the relative
displacement between the subject and the camera in the exposure process of the camera. This can result
in motion blur of the acquired image, reduce the image resolution and affect the imaging quality. Motion
blur image restoration technology uses the existing motion blur image to restore the clear image through
the modeling of imaging physical process and mathematical solution without re-photographing the target
scene. It has an important application value in the civil and military fields. Solving the problem of motion
blur caused by camera jitter and object motion during camera imaging is a very challenging problem. When
the popular generative adversarial network model is directly applied to the image blur blind removal task,
serious pattern collapse phenomenon will occur. In this paper, we propose a novel motion image deblurring
model based on pyramid attention mechanism-oriented symmetry generative adversarial network. This new
method does not need to predict the fuzzy kernel of the blurred images, and can directly realize the blind
removal of image motion blur. Based on the original CycleGan, the network structure and loss function
of the symmetry generative adversarial network are improved. The accuracy of blind removal of motion
images is improved, and the stability of the network is greatly enhanced in the case of limited samples. The
generative network adopts the encoding and decoding structure, and introduces the feature pyramid attention
mechanism. The combination ofmulti-scale pyramid features and attentionmechanism can capturemore rich
advanced features to improve the model performance. In the experiment, the RMSProp algorithm is used
to optimize the network training. Finally, a clear image is obtained through network adversarial training
between generative and discriminant network. Experimental results on the related image blur benchmark
datasets show that the restoration quality of the proposedmethod is higher in terms of subjective and objective
evaluation. Meanwhile, the restoration results can achieve better results in subsequent object detection tasks.

INDEX TERMS Motion image deblurring, pyramid attention mechanism, symmetry generative adversarial
network, RMSProp, CycleGAN.

I. INTRODUCTION
The limitations of the imaging system, the complexity of the
environment, the dynamic and uncooperative nature of the
object and many other factors will lead to the degradation
of the acquired image with strong noise, low quality and
distortion [1]. Image blurring is a typical form of image
degradation. Factors such as focal length, camera shake, and
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the movement of the object can all contribute to the image
blurring [2].

Research on the restoration of blurred images will help
to improve the visual quality of images from the perspec-
tive of human vision [3]. From the perspective of practical
application, it will help to improve the robustness of visual
application, so it has important practical application value.

The traditional image motion blur blind restoration algo-
rithm needs to use the pre-designed calculation method to
generate the fuzzy kernel corresponding to the motion field
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of the fuzzy sample. But the precise motion model of image
blind restoration has great uncertainty and it is difficult to pre-
dict the precise fuzzy kernel close to the shooting scene [4].

In the process of scene imaging acquisition, for the tradi-
tional camera exposure mode, the camera shutter is always
open during the exposure process. It is equivalent to defining
a box filter in the time domain and convolving with the scene
image. This mode can be approximated as a low-pass filter
in the frequency domain, which destroys the high-frequency
information in the image. At the same time, the external
noise makes the motion image blur restoration with decon-
volution operation become ill-conditioned. The commonly
used fuzzy image restoration methods include Wiener filter,
inverse filter, constrained least square method, etc,. In recent
years, researchers have proposed various image restoration
algorithms and made great progress. However, due to the
large amount of information missing when processing image
blur restoration, the algorithm is not ideal [5], [6].

The early research on image blur restoration often assumes
that the degradation model is known and mainly focuses
on the mathematical model [7]. The method of image blur
restoration is generally based on the following blur degrada-
tion model:

B = I ⊗ K + N (1)

where, B and I represent blurred image and clear image
respectively. ⊗ is the convolution operation. K is the fuzzy
kernel or the point spread function (PSF). N is the noise.
The common method of image blur restoration is to estimate
the fuzzy kernel from the blurred image, and the common
methods include regularization method, edge prediction, etc.
Then it uses the fuzzy kernel and the blurred image to finish
the deconvolution, so as to restore the clear image I.

According to whether the fuzzy kernel is known, motion
blur image restoration can be divided into two categories:
non-blind image restoration and blind image restoration.
Non-blind image restoration is performed on the premise
that some prior knowledge of the blur degradation model
is known, that is, the fuzzy kernel is known. In the pro-
cess of imaging, when the camera motion trajectory and
other conditions are unknown, the process of motion blur
image restoration with unknown fuzzy kernel is called blind
image restoration. Due to the lack of prior information,
the image restoration has higher morbidity than the non-blind
image restoration. In the above image blur degradation mod-
eling, all pixel points in the image are convolved with the
same fuzzy kernel. Levin et al. [8] proposed the hypothesis of
global uniform fuzzy kernel, which could not fully describe
the process of image motion blur caused by camera shake
and other reasons. In real life, non-uniform blur images are
more common. Therefore, this paper focuses on solving the
problem of non-uniform blind blur image restoration.

It is a serious ill-posed problem to find the corresponding
fuzzy kernel for each pixel value. Therefore, many methods
take image statistics information as a priori information and
try to build blur degradation model.

Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [9] have
been widely applied to various computer vision problems and
have shown promising results, including the motion image
blur restoration. Xu et al. [10] proposed a non-blind image
deconvolution convolutional neural network for deblurring.
They constructed the neural network according to the charac-
teristics of the decomposition fuzzy kernel, which made the
neural network need to be trained for different fuzzy kernels.
Schuler et al. [11] proposed a blind deblurring method based
on convolutional neural networks. The estimation of the
fuzzy kernel and the clear image were obtained by using the
iterative method in a Coarse-to-Fine way. They convolved
the clear image with the fuzzy kernel generated by the Gaus-
sian model to synthesize the fuzzy and clear image pairs
as data sets. However, it was mentioned in this paper that
the neural network was not effective in restoring the fuzzy
image synthesized by larger fuzzy kernel. Similar to the work
of Couzinie-Devy [12], Sun et al. [13] proposed an orderly
deblurring method. Firstly, they synthesized a pair of fuzzy
image blocks (obtained by convolution of 73 linear fuzzy ker-
nels with different sizes and directions) and the correspond-
ing clear image blocks. Secondly, they trained a classified
convolutional neural network to measure the motion fuzzy
kernel probability distribution corresponding to the fuzzy
image blocks. Thirdly, themotion blur kernel was obtained by
optimizing theMarkov random field model. Finally, based on
the above estimated motion blur kernel, the deblurring image
was obtained by traditional deconvolution algorithm.

Chen et al. [14] proposed a 2-layer convolutional neural
network to extract image features, and Tikhonov penalty
model was used to predict fuzzy kernel, and then a clear
image was restored. However, it did not perform well in deal-
ing with large scale fuzzy samples. Xu et al. [15] estimated
the fuzzy kernel with the H1-norm as the loss function, and
then made the blurred image clear with the hyper-Laplacian
penalty. Although this method made reasonable use of the
ability of the neural network to obtain the edge information
of the image, the restoration effect was obviously reduced
when the background of the image was more complex.
Wieschollek et al. [16] also adopted the idea of fuzzy ker-
nel prediction in convolutional neural network, and made
Fourier transform for the image before prediction. So that
a clear image could be finally recovered by using the fuzzy
kernel prediction. However, this method would occupy more
training resources and took longer training time. Yan and
Shao [17] proposed a pretrained deep neural network and a
general regression neural network (GRNN) to obtain fuzzy
classification of images through deep neural network, predict
fuzzy related parameters, and finally restored clear images.
This method performed well in Gaussian blur, linear motion
blur and other fuzzy environments. Li et al. [18] skipped the
intermediate process of fuzzy kernel prediction and only used
convolutional neural network to get clear image samples. The
singular values of the fuzzy kernel were decomposed, and the
results were input into the deconvolution neural network to
recover a clear image. This method has better performance
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on image defocus and blur. Chakrabart [19] used CNN to
deconvolve the blur image block to get the initial clear image,
combined its Fourier coefficient with the discrete Fourier
transform of the fuzzy image block. The fuzzy kernel was
estimated by averaging the values of all the output image
blocks, and the clear image was finally restored. This method
could estimate the large scale fuzzy kernel well, but it lacked
a more detailed solution to restore the details of the image.

Generative adversarial network (GAN), as a popular gen-
erative model, is widely used in the fields of image super
resolution and image migration [20]. GAN is composed of
generative network G and discriminant network D. Genera-
tive network G is used to generate false image close to real
image. D is used to distinguish the false image from the real
image. Through the alternate training optimization for G and
D, the discriminant network D has been unable to distinguish
the false image from the real image. The generative network
G finally outputs the generated results of GAN.

Reference [21] provided the conditional generative adver-
sarial architecture for image migration, also known as
Pix2pix. Conditional generative adversarial networks learn
mapping G: x, z → y from the observed image x and ran-
dom noise vector z. In all GAN structures, the CycleGAN
structure proposed by Zhu et al. [22] did not rely on any
task-specific predefined similarity function between input
and output, nor did it require the assumption that input and
output must be embedded in the same low-dimensional space.
CycleGAN performs well on a variety of tasks, including
classifying composite photos, object reconstruction based on
image edges, and face-age transformation. However, due to
the loss of CycleGAN, the structure similarity of the sample
generated by CycleGAN is very close to that of the original
sample, which makes the performance of CycleGAN in the
deblurring task not obvious.

Pan et al. [23] proposed a physics-based Generative Adver-
sarial model for image restoration and beyond. The proposed
model was trained in an end-to-end fashion and can be applied
to a variety of image restoration and low-level vision prob-
lems. But for the problem of motion blur caused by camera
jitter and object motion during camera imaging, it showed not
well.

Kupyn et al. [24] applied the conditional GAN to motion
blur removal and proposed a DeBlurGAN model. But
DeBlurGAN has many problems. Pattern collapse occurs
frequently in output samples. A large part of the problem
is that the conditional generative adversarial network is not
stable enough and its generalization ability is insufficient.

In summary, a new end-to-end symmetry generative adver-
sarial network model based on pyramid attention mechanism
(abbreviated to PAMSGAN) is proposed to solve the motion
image blur blind removal task to alleviate the irregular tex-
ture pattern collapse problems. The PAMSGAN model can
directly restore the motion blur image to clear image without
predicting the fuzzy kernel [25]. The PAMSGAN consists of
two symmetric GAN structures G ∼ DIclear and F ∼ DIblur .
Wherein, G ∼ DIclear continuously generates clear images

by generative network G, while discriminant network D is
used to distinguish the samples generated by G from the
original clear images. G is a fully convolutional network
designed according to the pyramid attention network, and
D is a dichotomous network including the convolutional
layer and the fully connection layer. Through continuous
alternate training of G and DIclear , G can generate a clear
image close to the real motion blur image. The conditional
generative adversarial network F ∼ DIblur , which has the
same structure as G ∼ DIclear , is used to generate motion
blur images of random fuzzy kernels from clear images. This
cyclic symmetric structure makes the network less prone to
gradient disappearance. And the training of this network is
more stable.

Our main contributions are as follows:
1) This paper proposes a novel motion image deblurring

model based on pyramid attention mechanism-oriented sym-
metry generative adversarial network. This new method does
not need to predict the fuzzy kernel of the blurred images, and
can directly realize the blind removal of image motion blur.

2) Based on the original CycleGAN, the network structure
and loss function of the symmetry generative adversarial
network are improved. The generative network adopts the
encoding and decoding structure, and introduces the fea-
ture pyramid attention mechanism. Meanwhile, F and G are
encouraged by trainingmapping G and F simultaneously with
adding cyclic consistency loss. This loss is combined with
the adversarial loss and the content loss to train the cyclic
consistent feature transfer algorithm.

3) The combination of multi-scale pyramid features and
attention mechanism can capture more rich advanced features
to improve the model performance. The detailed network of
FPA and Generative network is optimized. A comprehensive
cyclic consistency loss is proposed.

4) In the experiment, the RMSProp algorithm is used
to optimize the network training. The experiment results
show that the PAMSGAN performs better for motion image
de-blurring.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 detailed
introduces the PAMSGAN model including fuzzy samples
generation, symmetry GAN and loss function. Section 3 dis-
plays the comparison experiments from objective evaluation
and subjective evaluation. There is a conclusion in section 4.

II. PROPOSED PAMSGAN
In order to verify the effect of the proposed de-blurring
algorithm in the actual application scene, this paper com-
pares the output results in the scene of object detection. The
de-blurring algorithm flow is shown in figure 1, which is
mainly divided into three steps: fuzzy sample generation,
motion blur removal and object detection.

A. FUZZY SAMPLE GENERATION
The motion blur image can be seen as the result of the con-
volution between clear image and fuzzy kernel with adding
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FIGURE 1. Flow chart of proposed method in this paper.

FIGURE 2. Fuzzy sample image.

noise. Its mathematical expression is:

Iblur = k(M ) ∗ Iclear + N (2)

where, Iblur is a blur image. k(M ) is a fuzzy kernel deter-
mined by the motion ground M. Iclear is clear image. ∗ is the
convolution. N is the added random noise. The clear image
Iclear , themotion blur image Iblur and the corresponding fuzzy
kernel k(M ) are shown in figure 2.

B. SYMMETRY GENERATIVE ADVERSATIVE NETWORK
There is not a one-to-one correspondence relation between
clear image and motion blur image, and there are many
approximate solutions to restore a motion blur image. There-
fore, it is difficult to learn the features used for removing
motion blur in the training process of generative adversative
network. So a more stable algorithm is needed to reduce
the pattern collapse problem in the GAN [26]. There is a
certain mapping relationship between the clear image and
blur image. Blur image can be regarded as a rendering
of clear image. And this relationship can be learned by
GAN. Although there is a lack of sufficient supervised data,
the network can still be constrained at the macro level dur-
ing the training. We select one image from Iclear and Iblur

respectively. The two images are used for training the gener-
ative network G: Iblur → Iclear , which makes the output clear
image îclear = G(iblur ), iblur ∈ Iblur . By means of adversarial
network training, the generated clear image îclear cannot be
distinguished from the original clear image iclear ∈ Iclear
when it is classified. Finally, this constraint can induce the
output distribution of îclear to continuously fit the empirical
distribution pdata(iclear ). The optimal G can transform the blur
image set Iblur into the deblurring image set Îclear , which is
nearly the same as the clear image set Iclear . However, it has
been found in experiments that it is difficult to optimize a
single adversarial object, standard procedures often lead to
pattern collapse problems. And mapping all the input images
to the output images cannot be improved significantly. More
stability structures need to be added to the model to solve
the above problems. Therefore, this paper attempts to utilize
the mapping cyclic consistency in image transformation. For
example, translating a sentence from English to Japanese and
then from Japanese to English should result in a final sentence
with similar features to the original sentence.

In abstractive, if there is one translator G:X → Y and
another translator F :Y → X , then G and F should be
opposite of each other and can map to each other. Therefore,
F(G(iblur )) ≈ iblur and G(F(iclear )) ≈ iclear are encouraged
by training mapping G and F simultaneously with adding
cyclic consistency loss [27]. This loss is combined with the
adversarial loss and the content loss to train the cyclic con-
sistent feature transfer algorithm. The structure of symmetry
generative adversarial network is shown in figure 3.

1) GENERATIVE NETWORK WITH FEATURE PYRAMID
ATTENTION
The Feature Pyramid Attention (FPA) module [28] realizes
the function of extracting pyramid features at three different
scales, and the module can fuse adjacent pyramid features at
the three different scales. 3× 3, 5× 5 and 7× 7 convolution
kernels are used in the pyramid structure to better extract
contextual information from the pyramid features at different
scales. Because the size of the high-level feature graph output
by the network is usually small, it will need little calculation
cost when using the larger convolution kernel. Then, the pyra-
mid structure gradually fuses the feature information of dif-
ferent scales, so that the context features of the three adjacent
scales can be more accurately fused. After a 1×1 convolution
operation, the original features extracted from a series of
convolutional layers are multiplied pixel by pixel with those
processed by the pyramid structure. In addition, the global
pooling branch is introduced to join with the features after the
multiplication mentioned above, which further improves the
performance of FPA module. FPA module combines spatial
pyramid structure with attention mechanism to extract accu-
rate and dense features. The generated feature map of each
layer is enhanced, and it provides better pixel-level attention
for high-level feature map, thus effectively improving the per-
formance of the model. Additionally, the context information
fused by the module and the original features extracted by the
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FIGURE 3. Symmetry GAN.

FIGURE 4. FPA module.

convolutional layer are multiplied by pixels, so the amount
of calculation for this operation is not too large. The final
module structure is shown in figure 4.

The clear image îclear is restored with fuzzy kernel infor-
mation and only the fuzzy image iblur is given as input. The
deblurring task is accomplished by a trained convolutional
neural network (generative network). The generative network
G can predict the corresponding clear image îclear for each
blur image iblur . Another generative network F can predict
the corresponding blur image îblur for each clear image iclear .
The generative CNN architecture G is shown in figure 5. The
generative network F adopts the same structure as G to ensure
the symmetry of the two generative samples.

FIGURE 5. Generative network G.

The generative network consists of two strided convolution
blocks with step size 0.5, nine ResBlocks, two deconvolution

blocks and FPA. Each residual module consists of a con-
volution layer, instance regularization and ReLU activation.
Different from the nine residual modules in CycleGAN, this
paper adds two deconvolution modules after the residual
module to enhance the detailed representation of the image
generated by the generator. In addition, a global residual
connection is added, so that CNN can learn the residual cor-
rection irestore of blur image iblur . Finally, it outputs the clear
sample iclear = iblur + irestore. In the experiment, the residual
modules are connected in the way shown in figure 5. The
residual learning can improve the robustness and the training
speed of the model. The adopted FPA is mentioned above.

2) DISCRIMINANT NETWORK
The discriminant network adopts the same architecture as
PatchGAN [29], [30]. All convolutional layers except the last
one use instance regularization and the LeakyRelu activation
function. During the training period, the corresponding dis-
criminators DIclear and DIblur are introduced and trained in an
adversarial way.

3) LOSS FUNCTION
Due to the content loss of CycleGAN, the generated samples
are very similar to the original samples in terms of the struc-
ture, as shown in figure 6.

FIGURE 6. Clear sample iclear , blur sample generated by CycleGAN and
the method in this paper.

The image is hardly changed after generative network F,
and the blurring effect is not obvious. This suggests that
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ultimately the entire network is not adequately trained. There-
fore, the content loss of generative network F is removed in
this paper to improve the diversity of generated fuzzy samples
and make the whole network get out of the under-fitting state.

Loss function Ltotal includes adversarial loss Ladversarial ,
content loss LG−content and cyclic consistency loss
Lcyclic−consistency, namely,

Ltotal=Ladversarial+λ1 · LG−content + λ2 · Lcycle−consistency
(3)

In subsequent rich experiments, the evaluation indexes of
the new model reach the highest when the super parameter
λ1 = 100 and λ2 = 10.
(1) Adversarial loss Ladversarial . Adversarial loss is applied

to the two mapping functions G and F to conduct adversarial
training, that is,

Ladversarial = LGAN (G,DIclear , Iblur , Iclear )

+LGAN (F,DIblur , Iclear , Iblur ) (4)

where, LGAN (G,DIclear , Iblur , Iclear ) is the adversarial loss
of the mapping function G: Iblur → Iclear and its discrim-
inator DIclear . In the training, LGAN (G,DIclear , Iblur , Iclear )
is shown in the red line in figure 7, which will
become smaller with the continuous iteration training. And
LGAN (F,DIblur , Iclear , Iblur ) is the adversarial loss of the map-
ping function F : Iclear → Iblur and its discriminator DIblur .
The trend of LGAN (F,DIblur , Iclear , Iblur ) during training is
shown in the blue line in figure 7. The loss value becomes
smaller. The blur image iblur generated by F has a wide
distribution range. It is difficult to find a reasonable blur
quality evaluation method to optimize F within the distri-
bution range. Therefore, LGAN (F,DIblur , Iclear , Iblur ) appears
oscillation phenomenon in the middle and late period of the
training.

FIGURE 7. The trend of loss value during training.

(2) Content loss LG−content . Using L1 loss or L2 loss on the
original pixel as the only optimization objective will result
in blurred artifacts on the generated image [31]. Therefore,
this paper adopts the recently proposed perceived loss [32].
Perceived loss is a simple MSE loss based on the difference
of CNN features between the generated image and the target

image, as shown the in green line of figure 7. The definition
of content loss is:

LG−content =
1

Pi,jQi,j

Pi,j∑
x=1

Qi,j∑
y=1

(φi,j(Iclear )x,y
−φi,j(GθG ((Iblur ))x,y)

2 (5)

where, φi,j is the feature mapping of the j-th transforma-
tion of the i-th max-pooling layer in the VGG19 network.
It is pretrained on the ImageNet. Pi,j and Qi,j are feature
graphs of corresponding dimensions respectively. In this
paper, VGG 3 × 3 convolution layer is used as activation
function. Perceived loss is generally focused on restoring
content details, whereas adversarial loss is focused on restor-
ing texture details. Without perceived loss, it is difficult to
converge to a meaningful state for the network trained by
simple MSE on the image.

(3) Cyclic consistency loss Lcyclic−consistency. If G and F
are random functions, adversarial training can learn mapping
G: Iblur → Iclear and F : Iclear → Iblur , which produces the
outputs that are as similar as possible as the targets Iclear
and Iblur , respectively. But if the network capacity is large
enough, the network can map the same set of input images
to any image in the target domain randomly. Any of these
learned mappings can be fitted to the output that matches
the target. To further reduce the possible space of mapping
functions, the learned mapping functions should be cyclic
consistency.

As shown in figure 8, the proposed model in this paper
contains two mapping functionsG(Iblur ) ∼ Iclear , F(Iclear ) ∼
Iblur , and the related symmetry discriminators DIclear and
DIblur . Iblur represents an input motion blur image. DIclear is
used to distinguish the iblur through the clear image Îclear
generated by G and the original clear image Iclear . Similarly,
DIblur , F(Iclear ) ∼ Iblur have similar structures. In order
to further standardize the mapping, two cyclic consistency
losses are introduced. If the blur image Iblur is converted to
a clear image Iclear and back again, an original blur image
Iblur can be obtained. As shown in figure 8(b), for each image
iblur of Iblur , two conversions can make iblur return to the
initial image, that is, iblur → G(iblur ) → F(G(iblur )) ≈
iblur , which is called forward cyclic consistency. Similarly,
as shown in figure 8(c), for each image iclear of Iclear , G and F
should also satisfy the backward cyclic consistency: iclear →
F(iclear ) → G(F(iclear )) ≈ iclear as shown the orange line
in figure 7. It makes constraint with cyclic consistency loss:

Lcyclic−consistency(G,F)

= Eiblur∼pdata(iblur )[||F(G(iblur ))− iblur ||1]

+Eiclear∼pdata(iclear )[||F(G(iclear ))− iclear ||1] (6)

C. OBJECT DETECTION
Based on the original Fast R-CNN [33], the object detec-
tion task in this experiment combines the regional pro-
posal network (RPN) structure, which greatly accelerates the
speed of boundary box prediction. Non-maximum suppres-
sion (NMS) [33] is applied to the object scores, and the
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FIGURE 8. Cyclic consistency of feature transfer.

proposal regions with the output scores are finally output
to the Fast R-CNN. Finally, two output vectors are obtained
through the fully connection layer, one for Softmax classifi-
cation and the other for boundary regression. It fine-tunes the
regional proposals from the RPN.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
A. EXPERIMENTS SETTINGS
The PAMSGAN network is implemented using the PyTorch
0.4 framework. The experiment environment is: Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz, RAM 16GB, Win-
dows 10, NVIDIA GTX1060 TI graphics card.

In this paper, RMSProp algorithm [35] is used to optimize
the loss function. The global learning rate is 0.0001, the atten-
uationmomentum is 0.9, and the batch size is 32. The network
trains 25 epoch. The attenuation rate is 0.1, every 10 epoch
occurs one attenuation.

We compare the PAMSGAN with three state-of-the-art
motion image deblurring methods including DGAN [36],
SharpGAN [37], GCGAN [38].

B. DATA SETS
(1) GoPro data set [39]: The GoPro data set disclosed by

Nah et al. It simulates the generation process of real blurred
images by adding video frames in high-speed videos shot by
GoPro. The images produced in this way are closer to the real
situation. The whole data set contains 3214 pairs of blur-clear
images, the training set contains 2103 pairs, while the rest are
used as the test set. This training set is used to train the new
model in this paper, and the remaining test sets are selected
to show some results.

(2) Lai data set [40]: Real and synthetic images of uniform
and non-uniform fuzzy kernels are included, and some com-
mon image degradation methods are used. However, the non-
uniform fuzzy kernel used to synthesize the blur image is
generated according to the Kohlerl et al. They replay the
motion tracks generated by a 6D camera to create a fuzzy
kernel.

(3) ILSVRC2015 VID: The detailed information can be
download from reference [41].

C. EVALUATION INDEX
Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity
(SSIM) and running time are used to evaluate the emotion
image deblurring.

(1) PSNR is often used to measure the quality of the
processed image. It is expressed as formula (6).

PSNR = 10× log10(
(2i − 1)2

MSE
) (7)

where i is the bit number per sample value. MSE is the mean
square error between the original image and the processed
image. The higher PSNR denotes the less distortion.

(2) SSIM is an index to measure the similarity of two
images and it is often used as amethod tomeasure video qual-
ity. It is widely used in super-resolution and image deblurring.
Given two images A and B, the structural similarity between
A and B is:

SSIM (A,B) =
(2µAµB + c1)(2σAB + c2)

(µ2
A + µ

2
B + c1)(σ

2
A + σ

2
B + c2)

(8)

where µA and µB are the average values of image A and B
respectively. σ 2

A and σ 2
B are the variance of image A and B

respectively. σ 2
AB is the covariance of A and B. c1 = (k1L)2

and c2 = (k2L)2 are the stability constants. L is the dynamic
range of pixel values. k1 = 0.01, k2 = 0.03. The range of
structural similarity is 0∼1. When the two images are the
same, the value of SSIM is equal to 1.

First, we make comparison with FPA and without FPA as
shown in table 1. From table 1, we can know that the FPA
plays an important role in feature extraction.

D. EXPERIMENT ON GoPro DATA SET
The results of experiment on GoPro data set are shown
in figures 9-11. The objective evaluation indexes are shown
in tables 2-4.

It can be noted that the DGAN and SharpGAN methods
are not very successful in restoring sharp edges or areas
where the blur is nonlinear, while the results of GCGAN
contain very serious ringing phenomena. The results with
PAMSGAN show that our method has the better subjective
visual effect.
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TABLE 1. Comparison with/without fpa (average value).

FIGURE 9. Comparison results with different methods for image1 in
GoPro data set.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the deblurred results of five methods
on a test image. In Fig. 10(b-e), the resulted image deblurring
contains ghosts in the surrounding area because the input
blurred image has a non uniform blur property. According
to Fig. 10(f), those ghosts are removed with the proposed
method. It verifies that the pyramid attention mechanism
can remove the ghost phenomena and gradually restore the
texture details.

Figure 11 demonstrates the deblurring results of images3.
It can be seen in figure 11(c) that the DGAN produces small
amount of ringing artifacts. It cannot recover sharp content
because it does not consider the relative motion and depth of
different objects in this image. Figure 11(d) and figure 11(f)
show that SharpGAN and GCGAN significantly improve

FIGURE 10. Comparison results with different methods for image2 in
GoPro data set.

TABLE 2. Quality assessment results for image1 in GoPro data set.

TABLE 3. Quality assessment results for image2 in GoPro data set.

the image degradation caused by ringing effect and noise.
However, it is obvious that the fine details seem to be failed
recovered. For example, the stitch in the bricks and the text
on the license plate still lost some details. Finally, the results
of PAMSGAN are shown in figure 11(f). It not only provided
almost zero ringing artifacts while retaining satisfactory sharp
details.
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FIGURE 11. Comparison results with different methods for image3 in
GoPro data set.

TABLE 4. Quality assessment results for image3 in GoPro data set.

TABLE 5. Quality assessment results for image1 in Lai data set.

E. EXPERIMENT ON LAI DATA SET
The results of experiment on Lai data set are shown
in figures 12-14. The objective evaluation indexes are shown
in tables 5-7.

We can see the discrepancy between the different methods.
In Fig. 12(b-e), it can be found that the results obtained by the
compared methods contain certain degrees of sharpness and
ghosting. For instance, the results of DGAN and SharpGAN
provide sharp image while suffering from the most serious

FIGURE 12. Comparison results with different methods for image1 in Lai
data set.

TABLE 6. Quality assessment results for image2 in Lai data set.

ringing effect, while the result of GCGAN has less ringing
effect but loses sharpness. As shown in Fig. 12(f), our method
not only eliminates the ringing artifacts but retains reasonable
level of sharpness. It again confirms the superior restoration
capability of our method.

Table 5 shows the results of image quality evaluation. It can
be seen from the quantization indexes in the table that the
PAMSGAN is superior to the other three algorithms in terms
of PSNR and SSIM. Therefore, the PAMSGAN achieves
good results in subjective visual effects and objective eval-
uation results.

Figs. 13-14 shows the deblurring results of all the methods
implemented on two selected test images including landscape
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FIGURE 13. Comparison results with different methods for image2 in Lai
data set.

and portrait, respectively. Fig. 13 shows the superior deblur-
ring ability of our method. In addition, Fig. 14 shows a qual-
itative comparison conducted on a portrait photo. It can be
seen that the restored images of DGAN contain signifificant
ringing artifacts around the foreground region (i.e., the human
face). This is probably due to the inaccurate kernel estima-
tion caused by the interference of background. On the other
hand, methods SharpGAN and GCGAN do not suffer this
issue. Although end-to-end methods have the advantages of
suppressing the artifacts and noise, the clarity of the restored
images is still limited, particularly for the restoration of the
edges of individual objects. In contrast to the state-of-arts,
ourmethod focuses on the restoration of high-frequency com-
ponents. According to Fig. 14(f), our method successfully
recovers the details of foreground in acceptable sharpness
level while suppressing artifacts.

Observing the data, we find that the processing effect of our
method is better than the other algorithms. Compared with
other algorithms, our algorithm can effectively remove the
blur caused by themotion of the object, and effectively restore
the reduced edge information in the image, and restore a clear
image with higher quality.

Figure 13 shows a subjective comparison conducted on
a portrait photo. It can be seen that the restored images of
SharpGAN has significant ringing artifacts in the human face.

FIGURE 14. Comparison results with different methods for image3 in Lai
data set.

TABLE 7. Quality assessment results for image3 in Lai data set.

DGAN and GCGAN still lose the overall sharpness. PAMS-
GAN method successfully recovers the details of foreground
in acceptable sharpness level while suppressing artifacts.

F. EXPERIMENT ON ILSVRC2015 VID DATA SET
The results of experiment on ILSVRC2015 VID data set are
shown in figures 15-17. The objective evaluation indexes are
shown in tables 8-10.

It can be seen from figure 17 and Table 10 that in the three
randomly selected video scenes, the PAMSGAN algorithm
in this paper is superior to other algorithms in all indicators.
In the process of learning image features, DGAN attaches too
much importance to texture effect, resulting in wavy texture
in the generated results and serious pattern collapse in some
samples. SharpGAN is statistically effective at deblurring,
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FIGURE 15. Comparison results with different methods for image1 in
ILSVRC2015 VID data set.

TABLE 8. Quality assessment results for image1 in ILSVRC2015 VID data
set.

and it is better than DGAN, but it is still not impressive.
The SharpGAN algorithm only calculates the content loss of
the image. When generating clear images, the local blurring
of a single object is easy to affect the global image, which
reduces the performance of the algorithm when there are
multiple motion objects in the generated deblurring images.
The GCGAN method can solve the problem of image defo-
cus and blur. The recovered samples can be sharpened to a
certain degree visually, so it has a more stable performance in

FIGURE 16. Comparison results with different methods for image2 in
ILSVRC2015 VID data set.

TABLE 9. Quality assessment results for image2 in ILSVRC2015 VID data
set.

high-speed motion scenes. However, GCGAN method needs
to predict the fuzzy kernel in advance, which will consume
more time and produce unstable results in a specific envi-
ronment. However, the performance of the PAMSGAN algo-
rithm in this paper is ideal. Because it introduces the cyclic
consistency loss, which makes it easier to adjust the image
to a clear state similar to the original image. From the above
experiments, the time of PAMSGAN algorithm is the lowest,
which can accelerate the deblurring effect.
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FIGURE 17. Comparison results with different methods for image3 in
ILSVRC2015 VID data set.

TABLE 10. Quality assessment results for image3 in ILSVRC2015 VID data
set.

G. COMPARISON OF OBJECT DETECTION PERFORMANCE
IN MOTION BLUR ENVIRONMENT
The proposed algorithm in this paper can reduce the influence
of motion blur on object detection to a certain extent. The
object detection algorithm is optimized from the perspec-
tive of image enhancement to improve the average accuracy.
Compared with the current popular object detection algo-
rithms, the performance is shown in table 11.

It can be seen that Proposed+VGG16 has the higher
mAP with 72.5% average precision. After deblurring

TABLE 11. Map comparison/%.

with the proposed algorithm, then YOLOv3 is used for
object detection, which can improve the precision to a
certain extent. However, in the environment of motion
blur+random noise, the mAP of YOLOv3(darknet53) and
Faster R-CNN(VGG16) are greatly reduced. After the
optimization of the proposed algorithm in this paper,
the Proposed+VGG16 and Proposed+darknet53 have con-
siderable improvement when dealing with the motion blur
and random noise environment.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel motion image deblurring model based
on pyramid attention mechanism-oriented symmetry gener-
ative adversarial network is proposed to solve the problems
of motion blur caused by camera phase movement and object
moving depth. In this paper, the cyclic symmetry principle is
adopted to provide a stable solution to the problem of image
motion blur. Conditional generative adversarial network can
not only generate expected samples, but also improve the
quality of samples by using the cyclic consistency. The
results of this novel algorithm are applied to the object
detection task and other relevant interference environments.
The results show that the proposed symmetry GAN in this
paper improves the robustness and accuracy of the motion
deblurring to a great extent.
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